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ABSTRACT 
 

Greedy algorithm is used to develop a class of binary error-correcting codes for given 
length n and minimum distance d by arranging all strings of length n in B-odering. On 
the basis of minimum distance d a non negative integer is assigned to each string in the 
B-odering called g-value [2]. In this paper, We proposed a new algorithm for the 
allocation of g-values to the binary vectors along with a g-value decoding algorithm for 
binary linear codes. 
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1 INTRODUCTION 

 
C(n,k,d) a binary linear error correcting code is 

a set of code words, each of length n, contains 2k 

code   words   with   the   condition   that   minimum 
distance between any two code words is greater than 
or equal to d. There are a number of ways to generate 
an error correcting code, however in this paper only 
greedy codes are discussed. Greedy codes are the 
codes generated by the application of greedy 
algorithm on the vectors arranged in B-ordering[4]. 
Each  vector  is  assigned  a  unique  non  negative 
integer known as g-value. All possible vectors of a 
given length are divided onto various classes 
according   to   there   g-values.   On   the   basis   of 
properties of g-values an algorithm for decoding is 
designed. 

 
2 B-ORDERING 

 
Greedy algorithm at any stage makes the choice 

that appears to be the best at that stage. That is, it 
makes a locally optimal choice in the hope that this 
choice will lead to a globally optimal solution. The 
choice made by greedy algorithm may depend on 
previous choices, but it doesn’t depend on any future 

choice. 
The application of greedy algorithm requires 

some sort of ordering in the choices, e.g. in activity 
selection problem greedy algorithm works with the 
assumption that input activities are ordered by 
increasing finishing time. In knapsack problem items 
are ordered in increasing weight. In greedy codes we 
apply greedy algorithm on the choices arranged 
according to B-ordering. 

A greedy code is a code generated by the 
application of a greedy algorithm, where the vectors 
are arranged in a certain type of ordering. When first 
vector in the list having a given property is selected, 
the algorithm continues recursively, until the list is 
exhausted. The problem is to maximize the number 
of vectors in the code. The use of greedy algorithm 
for generating codes is especially attractive due to its 
natural way of producing a code with a given 
minimum distance. The vectors are arranged in an 
ordering and each vector is analyzed in turn for being 
accepted or rejected according to its distance from 
vectors already chosen. 

The ordering is important and it happens that the 
B-ordering, a very natural type of ordering, gives a 
linear code every time. 
B-ordering   is   a   generalization  of   lexicographic 
ordering[7]. It was first defined and  discussed by 
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Brualdi and Pless in [2]. We get a B-ordering of all 
binary  n-tuples by  choosing  an  ordered  basis 

 
V.Pless[2]  showed  that  g:R n 

 
  →  

 
S m is  a 

{b 1 ,b 2 ,…...b n } of v n . The first vector in the B- homomorphism and  its  kernel  is  a  binary  greedy 
code. 

ordering is the zero vector, and the next is b 1 ,b 2 , 

b 2 ⊕ b 1  ,b 3 ,b 3 ⊕ b 1 , b 3 ⊕ b 2 , b 3 ⊕ b 2 ⊕ b 1 , 

 
Theorem: Let g: R n 

 
  →   S m   be a homomorphism 

 
b 4 ,……where if the first 2 

 
i −1 

 
vectors of the ordering 

from ring R n   to  ring S m  and  s ∈ g  (R n  ).  Then 
−1 

 

have   been   generated   using   B-   basis   elements g (s) equals the coset   ker (g)+ r, where r is any 
−1 

b 1 ,b 2  ,…...b i −1 ,  then  the  next  2 
i −1 vectors  are given element of g (s). 

generated  by  adding  b i   to  those  vectors  already 
produced in order. 

 
3 GREEDY CODES 

Proof: 

Let s∈ g (R n ), and choose any r∈ g 
−1 

(s) (which is 
non-empty by assumption). We must show that the 

−1 
sets ker(g) +  r  and g (s) are equal. Choose an 

 
Given a minimum distance d, choose a set of 

vectors C with the zero vector first; then go through 
the vectors in  B-ordering and choose the next which 
has  distance  d  or  more  from  all  vectors  already 
chosen. The surprising result is that C is a linear code. 

arbitrary element a + r ∈ ker(g) + r, 
where a ∈ ker(g). 
Then g(a + r) = g(a) +g (r) = 0 + g(r) = s. 

Thus,  a + r ∈ g 
−1 

(s), as claimed. 
−1

 
 

Codes found in this fashion are called greedy codes. Conversely, choose t ∈ g (s). Then consider t + r; 
Greedy  codes  are  generated  by  applying  greedy 
algorithm on vectors arranged in B-ordering. 

Codes constructed via this algorithm have been 
optimal or near-optimal, with dimensions either the 
highest possible for a given length and minimum 
distance or within one of the highest possible. In fact 
such codes satisfy Varshamove – Gilbert bound, 
which is the best known lower bound. W Chen[5],[6] 
used greedy algorithm to find the weight hierarchies 
of binary linear codes of dimension 4. 

 
3.1 G-VALUES 

 
In this section we associate with each vector 

in a B-ordering a non negative integer, called a g- 
value [2]. These nonnegative integers may be written 
as  binary  vectors  representing the  integers  in  the 
usual way.  g-values may be assigned to the vectors 
in the following recursive manner. Each vector is 
considered in order and the first vector, which is the 
zero vector, is assigned 0 as its g-value; then if v is a 
vector under consideration and G is the set of g- 
values of all previous vectors which are at distance 
less than d from v, then the g-value of v is the least 
nonnegative integer which is not an element of G. 
The set of all vectors having g-value 0, is infect the 
greedy code itself. Thus the assignment of g-values 
is a generalization of the basic greedy algorithm for 
generating codes. 

The g-values may also be assigned in order, as 
opposed to assigning to each vector in order a g- 
value. One may first select all vectors with g-value 0 
(the code); then select all vectors with g-value 1, etc. 
rather than assigning the first a g-value, then the 
second   vector   its   g-value,   etc.   Either   method 
produces    the    same    assignment    of    g-values. 

g (t + r) = g(t) + g(r) = s + s = 0, 
and so t +  r ∈ ker(g). But then t =  (t +  r) +  r ∈ 
ker(g) + r, as required.  

By the definition of function pre-images of 
distinct elements are disjoint from one another, so 
the set of cosets of kernel decomposes the domain 
ring into set of pair wise disjoint subsets. In other 
words the set of cosets of kernel partitions the ring. 
The unique one of these sets containing ‘0’ is an 
ideal since an ideal has to contain zero it is clear that 
only one of the cosets can be an ideal. One can think 
of the ideal itself as a coset  ker g+0,  implies binary 
greedy code  is  an  ideal  of  a  ring  consists  of  all 
strings of length n. 

Instead of calculating the g-values of all words 
 
in R n one only needs to know kernel of g , then we 
capture all the pre- images of a ring homomorphism 
by additively translating the kernel. 
Example: 

The assignment of g-values to a B-ordering of 
binary vectors. The length n is 5, and the chosen 
distance d is 3. The basis elements are is bold face. 
 
R 5 ={00000,00001,00011,00010,00111,00110,0010, 
00101,01111,01110,01100,01101,01000,01001,0101 
1,01010,11111,11110,11100,11101,11000,11001,11 
011,11010,10000,10001,10011,10010,10110,10100, 
10101} 
 

Let g: R 5  → S 3  as defined 

ker(g)={v│ g (v)=0  ∀ v∈ R 5 } 
={00000,00111,11110,11001}=G 0 

 

pick any word w ∈  R 5 \ G  let w=00110,calculate 
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ker(g)+00110={00110,00001,11000,11111}= G 1 

pick another word  say 00011= w∈  R 5 \ G   ∪ 
and calculate, 
ker (g)+00011={00011,00100,11101,11010}=G 2 

Continue in this way until the list exhausted 
g-values calculated by this method may differ from 
the g-values calculated by V. Pless[2] but this 
difference could not effect the decoding scheme. 

 
3.1.1 Hamming greedy codes 

We can produce perfect greedy codes with the 
parameters of Hamming codes via greedy algorithm. 
Let all binary n-tupples v n   be in their B-ordering 
and  choose  a  distance  d.  We  construct  a  set  C 
consisting of  the  vectors  with  g-value  zero;  C  is 
actually a linear code (n, k, d). With d=3,n=2r-1, 
r>2,k=2r-1-r 

Hamming (2r-1, 2r-1 -r,3) codes are obtained. 
For example let  r =3  then n = 7;  k = 4; d = 3, 
(7,4,3) Hamming code is produced. 
 
3.1.2 Hamming greedy codes (7,4,3) 
 

B={0000001,0000011,0000111,0001111,00111, 
0111111,1111111} 

Consider B as the basis for B-ordering. 
By definition of greedy codes C consists of all words 
with g-value 0. 
C={0000000, 0000111, 0011110, 0011001, 0110011, 
0110100,  0101101,  0101010,  1111111,  1111000, 
1100001,  1100110,  1001100,  1001011,  1010010, 
1010101} 

 
Table 1 

 
g-value 
S.No. 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

1 0000000 0000001 0000011 0000010 0001111 0001110 0001100 0001101 
2 0000111 0000110 0000100 0000101 0001000 0001001 0001011 0001010 
3 0011110 0011111 0011101 0011100 0010001 0010000 0010010 0010011 
4 0011001 0011000 0011010 0011011 0010110 0010111 0010101 0010100 
5 0110011 0110010 0110000 0110001 0111100 0111101 0111111 0111110 
6 0110100 0110101 0110111 0110110 0111011 0111010 0111000 0111001 
7 0101101 0101100 0101110 0101111 0100010 0100011 0100001 0100000 
8 0101010 0101011 0101001 0101000 0100101 0100100 0100110 0100111 
9 1111111 1111110 1111100 1111101 1110000 1110001 1110011 1110010 

10 1111000 1111001 1111011 1111010 1110111 1110110 1110100 1110101 
11 1100001 1100000 1100010 1100010 1101110 1101111 1101101 1101100 
12 1100110 1100111 1100101 1100100 1101001 1101000 1101010 1101011 
13 1001100 1001101 1001111 1001110 1000011 1000010 1000000 1000001 
14 1001011 1001010 1001000 1001001 1000100 1000101 1000111 1000110 
15 1010010 1010011 1010001 1010000 1011101 1011100 1011110 1011111 
16 1010101 1010100 1010110 1010111 1011010 1011011 1011001 1011000 

 
 

3.2 Properties of g-values 
 

For  different  values  of  n,  k  and  d.  database 
suggests the following very useful properties of g- 

n 
values. For any (n, k, d) linear code C. u , v ∈ Z2 
i) If a word u has g-value i, then Gi consists of all 

words with g-value i Each word u with g-value 
 

3 is in G3 
 

G3   =  {0000010, 0000101, 0011100, 0011011, 
 

0110001, 0110110, 0101111, 0101000, 1111101, 
 

1111010, 1100011, 1100100, 1001110, 1001001, 
 

1010000, 101011} 

ii)   If u ⊕ v is in C, then u and v have the same g- 

value 

Let  u=1010001  and  v  =  1010110,  u  ⊕  v  = 
 

0000111 ∈ C so each u and v have the same g- 

value i. e 2. 

iii)  If u ⊕ v is not in C then u and v has different g- 

value. 

u  =  1110111,  v  =1110010  since u  ⊕  v  = 
 

0000101 ∉ C so u has g-value 4 and v has g- 

value 7. 
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0110110, 0011100, 0110111, 0000010, 
0000101, 1010000, 1010111, 1001110, 
1001001, 1101010, 1100100, 1111101, 
1111010}    
 

iv)  No. of words in each Gi  is the same as number 

of words in C. 

i. e., |Gi| = |C|. 

|Gi| = 16 ∀ i =0,1,2,3,4,5,6,7. 
 

|C| = 16 |Gi| = |C|=16 

If C has dimension k. then there are exactly 2n-k
 

 

different g-values. 
 

In case of (7, 4, 3)-Hamming code, dimension 
 

k=4, length n=7, then 

Number of different g-values = 2n-k =27-4 =23=8 

v)    g (u ⊕ v) = g(u) + g(v) in binary expansion of g- 

values. 
 

Let u = 1011010 g(u) =4=100 

v = 0111010 g(v) =5 =101 

u⊕v=1100000 

g(u⊕v) = 1 =001 g(u) + g(v) =001 
 

g(u⊕v) = g(u) + g(v). 
 

vi) C ⊕ u is the set of words with g-value equal 

to g-value of u 

Let u = 0101111 from the table 4 u  has g- 

value 3. 

C  ⊕  u  =  {0101111,  0101000,  0110001, 
 

 
 
 

Each element of c ⊕ u has g-value 3. 

Theorem: 

above  stated  properties of  g-values  with  the 
properties of cosets and syndrome decoding array 
invites us to use g-values for decoding. Let “C” be a 
linear code and assume that code word v ∈ C is 
transmitted and word w is received. Let u=v+w , u 
gives us information about the bits received in error. 
Since u+w=v∈C , by above theorem the error pattern 
u and the received word w has same g-value also 
keeping in view the general assumption that errors 
are as small as possible. Now we can decode a 
received word with following simple algorithm. 

n 
Let u ∈ Z2 be a received word find its g-value, 

let it is i. Build the set G i  of all words with g-value i. 
Trace a word w of least weight in G i  .  Then u ⊕ w 
is the code transmitted. 
Example 

Hamming (7, 4, 3) is a single error correcting 
code. 
Let u = 1110101 be received. From table 1, u has g- 
value 7. 
From table 1 
G 7 ={0001101,0001010,0010011,0010100,0111110, 
0111001,0100000,0100111,1110010,1110101,11011 
00,1101011,1000001,1000110, 1011111,1011000}. 
Word w = 0100000 ∈ G 7   is of least weight. 
u ⊕ w = 1110101 ⊕ 0100000 = 1011000 is the code 
transmitted. 
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